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QUESTION 1

You are working with Terraform on your laptop and have been tasked with spinning up multiple compute instances in
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) for a project. In addition, you are also required to collect IP 

addresses of provisioned instances and write them to a file and save it in your laptop. Which specific Terraform
functionality can help accomplish this task? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Terraform modules 

B. Terraform remote state 

C. Terraform local-exec 

D. Terraform remote-exec 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You have a web application running on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) that lets users log in with a username and
password. You notice that an attacker has tried to use SQL comment “--" to alter the database query, remove the
password check and log in as a user. You decide to prevent any future attacks. 

Which of the following OCI services or features would you choose to safeguard your application? (Choose the best
answer.) 

A. Network Security Group 

B. Data Safe 

C. Web Application Framework (WAF) 

D. Vault 

Correct Answer: D  

 

QUESTION 3

You have recently joined a startup company and quickly find that nobody is tracking the amount of money spent on
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). Seeing an opportunity to help save money you begin creating a solution to better
track the cost of resources provisioned by each individual on the team. 

Which option allows you to identify excessive spend across all resources in your tenancy? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Use the Python SDK to write a custom application that will monitor the Audit log. Look for CREATE events and
configure the application to send you an email each time a new resource is created. 

B. Create a tag namespace named BILLING with a Tag Key named CostCenter. Tag each of your resources with this
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Tag Key and the correct value. 

C. Use the Events Service and create rules that will act when a new Object Storage bucket or Compute Instance has
been created. Have the rule email you each time one of these events occurs. 

D. Create a budget for each compartment that will send a notification when monthly spend reaches a predefined
amount. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://blogs.oracle.com/cloud-infrastructure/how-to-get-control-of-your-spending-in-oracle

cloud-infrastructure 

 

QUESTION 4

You are asked to implement the disaster recovery (DR) and business continuity requirements for Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI) Block Volumes. Two OCI regions being used: a primary/source region and a DR/destination region.
The requirements are: 

There should be a copy of data in the destination region to use if a region-wide disaster occurs in the source region
Minimize costs 

Which design will help you meet these requirements? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Clone block volumes. Use Object Storage lifecycle management to automatically move clone objects to Archive
Storage. Copy Archive Storage buckets from source region to destination at regular intervals. 

B. Clone block volumes. Copy block volume clones from source region to destination region at regular intervals. 

C. Back up block volumes. Copy block volume backups from source region to destination region at regular intervals. 

D. Back up block volumes. Use Object Storage lifecycle management to automatically move backup objects to Archive
Storage. Copy Archive Storage buckets from source region to destination at regular intervals. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a 750 MIB file in an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Object Storage bucket. You want to download the file in
multiple parts to speed up the download using the OCI CLI. You also want to configure each part size to be 128 MIB. 

Which is the correct OCI CLI command for this operation? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. oci os object get –ns my–namespace –bn my–bucket ––name my–large–object ––multipart–download– threshold 750
––parallel–download–count 128 

B. oci os object download –ns my–namespace –bn my–bucket ––name my–large–object ––multipart–
download–threshold 750 ––parallel–download–count 128 

C. oci os object download –ns my–namespace –bn my–bucket ––name my–large–object ––resume–put
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––multipart–download–threshold 500 ––part–size 128 

D. oci os object get –ns my–namespace –bn my–bucket ––name my–large–object ––multipart–download– threshold 500
––part–size 128 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/API/SDKDocs/cliusing.htm 
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